
Chemical Release Form 

Thank you for choosing Meraki House of Style for your hair services. Our team of experienced stylist are 

dedicated to helping you achieve your hair goals, while maintaining healthy hair. To achieve this your 

stylist will give a comprehensive consultation to help you understand the process to reach your hair 

inspiration. In any case, a chemical service is a deeply involved process; some things may not be possible 

or may have to take place over the course of multiple sessions. We appreciate your patience through 

this process so we can help you achieve your hair goals. 

___ I understand that the service I have requested is a color correction. Meaning that my stylist may 

 implement the use of color removers, lightener, bleach, etc. to pre-lighten or remove color from  my hair              

to create the necessary canvas to attain my hair goal inspiration.  

___ I understand that the color correction process can take multiple hours in the salon.  I also understand that 

this time and product comes at a price and have budgeted enough time and money for this process.  My 

stylist has discussed a starting price for this service, and more time and product will be charged 

accordingly. 

___ I understand that color applications may require lighteners, removers, or bleach that may cause damage 

to my hair. 

___ I understand that after a color correction colors, toners, vivid colors, etc. may fade within the first few 

weeks & results in less vibrant hues or increased brassiness. I acknowledge that this does not constitute 

reason for a refund.  

___ I understand that maintaining my new hair is achieved by using the supporting products and home care 

my stylist recommended based on their applications rendered. 

___ I understand that failure to follow the care instructions given by my stylist may accelerate the loss of color 

retention and health of my hair. This includes, but is not limited to: using heat, washing more than 

advised, exposure to sun, chlorine, and other environmental factors outside of my stylist’s control. 

___ I understand that I am responsible for disclosing any and all previous color & chemical services.  This 

includes box dyes, permanent waves, smoothing treatments, henna, “Sun In,” “Splat,” etc.  and may affect 

the desired color result. Failure to do so may prevent my stylist from executing the service to the best of 

their ability. 

____ I understand that prices are determined by the amount of product used and the amount of time invested 

by my service provider, and that these two factors cannot always be determined prior to the start of a 

new color service. 

____ I understand that my stylist has advised a strand/patch test to check for allergic reactions, color retention, 

chemical reactions, etc. based on my history I have shared. When this is advised, I understand that my 

stylist will monitor my reaction during the processing time, and it is my responsibility to continue to 

monitor myself for the next 24-48 hours and communicate any issues to my stylist. Failure to 

communicate any reactions past or present could result in a more serious reaction. I acknowledge that my 

stylist has done their best with the information given to use the techniques and products to prevent this 

occurrence to the best of their ability and assume all responsibility for failure to communicate these 

issues. 

Client Signature:  __________________________________________ Date:  _____________________ 


